
Thursday 4th February- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend 
them as you see fit.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to listen to a story. I 
am learning to answer 
questions based on the story 
I've listened to. I am learning 
to spell magic e words.

Success criteria: * I can listen 
to and follow the story as it's 
being read aloud. I can 
answer questions about the 
story. I know the magic e 
rule.

Literacy Teams Task – Listen to the story 'The Tiger Who Came to Tea', read aloud by Miss Murchison. Click here to access the 
story https://vimeo.com/507887565/ddd18ef272
After listening to the story, try and complete the quiz in the Teams assignment. You can re-listen to the story if
you are unsure of any of the answers.

Magic e with 'u' warm up – Ask an adult to help you read and write the magic e key words and sentences on 
the next slide or click on the link to join in with Mrs Knust. You will need a pencil and paper or a whiteboard 
and pen to play the game. https://vimeo.com/507219709

Spelling: Sahara desert snake challenge – Can you create a Sahara desert snake and then write your 'magic e 
with u' words on it? You could attach it to a straw or pencil and use it as a puppet! Or you can make a magic e with u horned
viper snake with Miss Murchison by clicking here. https://vimeo.com/507983899/5d47cd633b

Maths: Warm up – Can you help Mrs Knust with her problem in the shop? Play along with the maths warm up game. You can click 
on the link to play along - https://vimeo.com/508074309

Follow Up Activity –Can you work out how much each teacher is going to spend at the supermarket? 
You will need to find the prices of the items that are on their list and add them together to find the total 
cost.

Reminder –Have you finished the money challenge on Sumdog? Why not spend
some time finishing the challenge and practising your maths on Sumdog.

Art – Desert Scene -This week we have been looking at Hot Lands and one that is very hot is the SaharaDesert.
It is known for its endless sand dunes and is the largest hot desert in the world! You can watch a bird's eye view 
of the Sahara Desert here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaIniVvizEQ
Follow up idea - Can you create your own desert scene? You could use different coloured paper,
coloured pencils, paint, pastels or anything you have in the house! You could even add a desert
animal. You can watch an example being made by watching this clip - https://vimeo.com/507900746/49e036b881

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to find the total 
amount spent.

Success criteria:
*I can add the prices of 
items together to find the 
total amount spent.

Success criteria: I can listen 
to the facts in the video. I can 
answer questions about 
information in the video.

Learning Intention: I am 
learning about the animals 
that live in the Arctic.
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Medium – Can you work out how much each teacher will spend?
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Hot – Can you work out how much each teacher will spend?
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Spicy – Can you work out how much each teacher will spend?
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